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Abstract

　Ａ novel all-aromatic polyimide film named KartonR TN ５ developed as ａ next gena-ation substrate for

flexible printed circuitsand int郡ated circuit m)plications in wireless, digitaland computer maricets..It has

superior dimoisional stabilityfor advanced flexible printed circuitsto introduce an asymmetric spedes in the

main structure.
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1. Iiitroduction

　Since 1960s, E.I.duPont and DuPont-Torm? Co., Ltd. have been developed various types of KaptonR)to

meet customers requirement.The attachedtablelisthe evolutionofK^ton development .

　KaptonRH film has been established and proven in various maikets with supe｀or mechanical, electricaland

chemical propaties between/hygt)scopic ten犬peratureof below 5K and supCThigh heat temperature over 700K

　KaptonRF film isａ heat-sealable film that retains the unique balance of properties of KaptonR)H over ａ

widete呻erature range. This is achieved by combining KmjtonR H with DuPont TeflonR FEPfluoropolyniCT
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in a composite stnjcture.KaptonR F impats heat sealability,provides ａ moisture barrier and aihances chonical

resistance

　K^)tonR)V film is heat-stabilized K^tonfl

renaming stresson the film and achieves lower heat shrinkage below 0,05%at200degC.

　KaptonR MT and KaptonR MTB films are available for eqjplicationswhere improved thermal conductivity

is an important design feature.KmjtonR MT provides thermal conductivity that is three|times that of standard

K^tonR. It has excellent phyacal properties and dielectric strength suitable for ^plications in heat-sink

insulation for power transistorsand powa- supplies. K^tonR〉MTB is a blade polyimide film with increased

thermal conductivity OVCT KmtonR)H. The film's thomal radiation properties make it ideal for ffljplications

requiring efficientthamal energy transfe，such as loudspeaker voice coils and electricalinsulating pads･

　K^tonR CB film has black color and opaque feature with the same property asK^>tonRHfilm･

　K^tonR XC film IS an electricallya nductive, black polyimide film. Ａ wide ranges of resistivitiesare

available.

　The descendant of K^)tonR)V is Km)tonR EN^)for high end flexiblecircuitsand packaging maiket such as

CSP, COF。etc. Its suitable coefficient thermal expansion (CTE) matdied with copper and loWCT moisture

uptake enable the type to be de facto standard for metallizing two-layer flexiblecircuits.

KmjtonR KJ is ａ heat-sealable polyiinide film used for丿

constructions.It maintains ｅχcellentadhesion well above itsglass transitiontempCTature.

　KaptonR)CR polyimide film was developed ^)ecifically to withstand the damaging effects of“corona,"

which can cause ionization and eventual breakdown of an insulation material or system when the voltage stress

readies a criticallevel. K^tonR)CR ^ows corOTa res万istanceof greater tVian 100↓000 hr at 500 V/mil (20

kV/mm)at50Hz↓and provides twice the thamal conductivity of standard KaptonR. These substantialproperty

improvements open the d(X)rto new electricaldesign possibilities.

　KaptonS〉JP polyimide film provides optimum forming characteristics.It oflFershigher elongation at elevated

temperatures, while maintaining/Ihe combination of excellent physical, electricaland mechanical properties

inha'ent in KaptonR)H The polymer properties of K^tonR)JP arable drawing deepa" parts at lowo"

fem万peraturesｍ shorter cycle times. After forming, parts exhibit excellent shape retaition and minimum

shrinkage･

　K^ton⑩SKJ is newly developed type of film for formable application with lower Tg to establish vacuum

formationﾚIt enables to/achieve deep formation or odd-siiaped formation. Its unique feature is designed by the

riieology work.^)

　We have been introducing Ihe above types of K^ptonR)to meet custoitiCTSrequirements And current electric

maiket esp必aily flexible printed circuit^plication requires us to develop new KaptonR)to meet fine pitch of

copper line distance. The new polyimide film KaptonR TN is developed to meet wilh the requirement;

moderate modulus with suitablecoefficienttiiemial expansion matdied岫copper.

Discussion

　K^tonくR polyimide film is synthesized by polym函zing aromatic dianhydrides十andaromalic diamines.
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Kffl)t)nRH has flexible stmcture without any steric constraint as below chartＩ An asymmetric sfructure ｍ

K^t)nR)TN enables to)be supaior dimensional stabilityto KaptonR H. The discussion is if suitable CUE

matched with copper and modoate modulus achieve better dimensional stabilityThe structure comparison is

chart l followed by the properties√Tabld.

The properties table l shows that Ihe KaptonR TN has moderate modulus in-between KaptonRH and

KaptonRENしThe charts n and m for coefficientthamal ejq)ansion (CTE)datafor machine direction (MD)and

transverse direction(TD) are discussed and the CTE of KaptonR TN follows that of copper for almost allrange

of the temperature for both MD and TD. This/properties will allow the laminator not only to avoid curl but also

to)achieve higher dimensional stability.Chart IV shows the hydr)lytic stabilityof KaptonRTN has supenor 拍

KaptonR H for･over 1000 hours. This means that the K^>tonR)TN maintains better endurance to humid

atmosphere. Further study will be conducted.
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